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Introduction 

The present report contains the results of the work conducted in  the Task 3.2 of the ELSMOR 

project. The objective of this task is to investigate, among the partners of the project and open 

databases,  the availability of experimental data for SMR system simulation with reference to the 

passive safety systems for heat removal from the core. Starting from the main safety functions 

present in the existing LW-SMR concepts, this task identifies: 

1. the available experimental data that can describe the relevant phenomena involved in SMR 

behaviour with particular attention to heat removal from the core in normal and accidental 

conditions (e.g. DHR, heat transfer through compact heat exchangers, natural circulation, primary 

to containment system interaction, etc.); 

2. the gaps in data availability and the needs to design and realize further experimental campaigns 

necessary to reduce such gaps. 

Experimental data available in literature 

This report contains the description of the experimental plants built and operated to investigate 
some of the characteristic phenomena of the behaviour of passive systems: 
 

a. Natural circulation 
b. Heat transfer into the compact heat exchanger submerged in pool. 
 

A list of the facilities individuated together with the name of the partners who provided the relevant 
information is reported hereafter : 
 
HERO-2 (ENEA) 
PERSEO (ENEA) 
PANTHERS IC (ENEA) 
PANDA (PSI) 
EHRS (CIRTEN/POLIMI). 
 
The list above reported contains only the experimental facilities proposed by the ELSMOR partners 
involved in the Task 1.3.2. 

1. HERO-2 FACILITY DESCRIPTION 

The HERO-2 (Heavy liquid mEtal pRessurized water cOoled tube #2) ia a test section designed by 
ENEA with aim to study the heat exchanger compactness and operability in natural circulation both 
in operative and accidental conditions [1].  
The section is constituted by a couple of parallel bayonet tubes with an overall length of about 7.3 
m. The parts come from commercial elements in AISI304. The main project parameters are 
reported in Table 1. 
Each bayonet tube consists of three concentric tubes, a slave pipe which conveys the incoming 
liquid, an inner tube to create a sealed gap filled by air in order to reduce the thermal flux to the 
downward water flow, and an outer tube electrically heated. The generation of steam occurs in the 
annular space between the inner and outer tubes (Figure 1). In the Table 2 are reported the 
HERO-2 tube dimensions. Spacers assure the centering between the slave and inner tube, while 
between the inner and outer tube the task is accomplished by the thermocouple (TC) cables 
placed in the annular region to detect the fluid bulk temperatures. 
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In Figure 1 is also shown the section of HERO-2 upper part. Here, the vapor chamber that collects 
the vapor generated in the annular risers can be seen. At the inlet of each tube (top part), a 
structure is placed to housing the orifices for water flow stabilization. The component is connected 
to the IETI facility through these structures at the inlet and one of the horizontal nozzle at the 
outlet. The second nozzle is used to get out the TC wires, and sealed. 
The heating is realized by a total of 210 electric resistors that surround the two outer pipes for their 
entire length. Each electrical heater of 6 cm in length, shown in Figure 2, supply 240 W at 100 V, 
this means that each tube is powered with up to 25.2 kW. After a brief heat loss evaluation, the 
estimated net power is 22 kW each tube. The maximum temperature to safely operate the heaters 
is 350°C. This limit has proved to be the most severe in the test matrix determination and tests 
execution. Moreover, they have proved to be highly unreliable with continuous breakdown that 
forced the operators to substitute part of them in the commissioning phase of every test campaign. 
 

Table 1: Main project parameters 

 
Process fluid Water 

Pressure 180 bar 

Inlet temperature 300-335 °C 

Outlet tempeature 400°C 

 

 
Figure 1: Sections of a bayonet tube and vapor chamber [mm]. 

Table 2: HERO-2 tube dimensions 

[mm] De Di Th L 

Slave Tube 9.53 7.09 1.22 7262 

Inner Tube 19.05 15.75 2.77 7262 

Outer Tube 25.40 21.18 2.11 7118 
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Figure 2: Picture of an electrical heater. 

The pre-existing IETI facility has been selected to host the test section, this means that only minor 
modifications for HERO-2 connections has been made. Thanks to the modifications made to the 
plant in the previous experimental campaigns, the test section is able to be tested both in open 
circuit and forced circulation, fed with subcooled or saturated water, or in closed circuit and natural 
circulation. 
The general plant has a height development of about 20 m and a scheme of the general layout is 
shown in Figure 3. 
In open loop, the test section is fed by a volumetric pump (IMAMI) in which the flowrate is 
regulated varying the pump displacement and measured by a Coriolis flowmeter. The water flow is 
conditioned in a helical coil pre-heater working by Joule effect, in order to reach the desired inlet 
temperature. In the discharge line downstream the valve V20 and two valves (1/2” pneumatic valve 
and a bypass line with a 3/4” manual valve) installed in parallel allow to set the pressure required 
by the tests. The power is supplied through the three-stage power group TAMINI, in which 
TAMINI1 and TAMINI2 are connected to the electrical heaters, and TAMINI3 connected to the pre-
heater. 
The other parts of the facility are: 
 
• cooling pool (100x40x58 cm) with an inclined exchange tube (1 m), 2 "1/2 sch80; 
• hot leg, 3/4" sch40, connecting HERO-2 to the condenser inlet; 
• cold leg, 3/4" sch40, connecting the condenser outlet to HERO-2 inlet; 
• steam/non-condensable extraction line upstream of the condenser on the top of the system; 
• system to keep constant the level of the pool (in this campaign the refilling is switched off at the  
beginning of each test since the level decrease allows to better evaluate the power removed from 
the condenser). 
Three fast valves were also installed, whose simultaneous switching allows to change from open 
circuit to closed circuit configuration. These valves allow the execution of some dynamic tests to 
verify the start-up of the natural circulation. 
When the facility works in natural circulation, the steady-states of the primary loop are completely 
defined by two parameters: the electrical power supplied through the bayonet heaters and the 

Filling Ratio (FR), the latter is calculated as , where  is the maximum 

water mass at cold conditions (~19.5 kg) in the loop and  is the water mass subtracted 
before the tests to reach the desired FR in the closed loop tests, so that FR=0 means void loop 
and FR=1 means full loop. 
In the dynamic tests, the FR cannot be a controlled parameter, hence the FR is determined by the 
water entrapped in the loop while the fast valves are switched. 
The additional equipment used in this campaign are: 
• an ultrasonic flowmeter; 
• a differential pressure transmitter for level measurement in the pool, DP48 
• Two fluid TCs, for checking the fluid conditions in the steam line, to check the saturation 
conditions, 
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• Three V18, V19, V20 rapid valves for the execution of dynamic tests of natural circulation start-
ups. 

 
Figure 3: Facility layout 

 

1.1  HERO-2 EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN 

In the HERO-2 facility ENEA and SIET we have conducted different experimental campaigns.The 
first campaign was conducted in 2015. The objective of this first campaign was to verify the 
presence of the oscillations of parallel channels (Density Wave Oscillation, DWO). 
The second experimental campaign was conducted in 2016 with aim to test the behaviour of the 
test section HERO-2 in natural circulation. In particular the aim of the experimental campaign was 
the study of thermo-hydraulic behavior of an emergency cooling system (Emergency Heat 
Removal System, EHRS) for passive removal of decay heat under conditions representative of 
SMR (Small Modular Reactor) pressurized water reactors. The tests were conducted in steady 
state. The data obtained in this campaign were affected by various uncertainties: evaluation of the 
heat losses in the circuit…. 
The last experimental campaign was conducted by SIET in 2018 with the main objective 
represented by the improvement of the quality of the experimental data, taking advantage of the 
experiences gained during the previous test campaigns [3]. The objective is achieved with new 
instrumentation (ultrasonic flowmeter, pool level), improved facility commissioning (characterization 
of heat losses) and test procedures (tests lasting longer in order to achieve stable stationary 
conditions and excluding the pool water refilling to improve the power exchange estimation). 
Moreover, another important objective is to perform some dynamic tests to verify the start-up of the 
natural circulation. 
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The facility has been operated in three different configurations (see Figure 3): 
• Open loop: in this configuration the fast valves V18 and V20 are open, while the V19 is closed. 
This is the initial configuration for all the dynamic tests. 
• Closed loop: this configuration was used in the natural circulation steady-state tests and 
represent the final state of the dynamic tests to verify the startup of the natural circulation, following 
the commutation of the fast valves, when V18 and V20 are closed and V19 is open. 
• Open extended: this configuration has been used to characterize the heat losses in the loop 
sections, where a flow of subcooled water was circulated in forced convection through the whole 
circuit (except a small portion in the test section inlet region). 
The test campaign consists of series of steady-state at different power and FR as follows: 
• 1 test in open extended configuration to characterize the loop heat losses; 
• 20 steady-states at different FR and power supplied in closed loop configuration; 
• 3 dynamic tests at different initial pressure to verify startup of natural circulation. 
The comparison between the electric power supplied and the power removed by the condensation 
pool in all the closed loop steady-states, extended to the experimental campaigns carried out in 
2016 and 2018, are reported in Figure 3. The net power corresponds to the power removed in the 
pool estimated through the enthalpy of the vapor that flows in atmosphere, in turn evaluated  
through the water level decrease. The improvement obtained in the 2018 is consistent with very 
limited data spread compared to the results of 2016. Furthermore, the deviations from the worst 
points from the regression line was 20% in 2016 and 6% in 2018. Also the intersection with the x 
axis of the regression line of the results 2018 (about 3 kW) better represents the presence of a 
term of dispersions dependent only on the temperature, while in 2016 the interception was zero. In 
any case, the evaluation of the net power may be considered correct only whether the mass of 
water that leave the pool is completely vaporized. If the vapor entrapped liquid water droplets, the 
net power might be overestimated. 

1.1.1 HERO-2 AVAILABLE DATA 

The experimental data available for validation of code obtained in steady stae conditions are 
reportedin the   
 
Table 3.The Table 4  reports the experimental data obtained in the dynamic tests.  
 

Table 3: Experimental data in steady state conditions available for the HERO-2 facility 

 
 
 

 

Electric power supplied [kW] Net power [kW] Filling Ratio Pressure P03 [bar] Total flowrate [kg/s] Vapor quality outlet test section Name

49.58 39.52 0.33 27.62 0.0219 overheated 19_06_2018_1415

37.88 29.66 0.33 16.13 0.0162 overheated 19_06_2018_1448tagliato

37.90 29.81 0.32 15.56 0.0168 overheated 19_06_2018_1600

48.40 38.83 0.42 28.49 0.0250 0.83 10-07-2018_1046

36.78 28.78 0.41 15.22 0.0215 0.72 10-07-2018_1200

27.06 20.55 0.40 8.84 0.0197 0.55 10-07-2018_1321

14.67 10.03 0.39 4.05 0.0231 0.23 10-07-2018_1422

51.77 41.19 0.48 50.57 0.0298 0.72 09-07-2018_1212

36.95 28.97 0.46 18.36 0.0237 0.62 09-07-2018_1352

29.73 23.08 0.44 10.61 0.0231 0.50 09-07-2018_1508

41.50 31.38 0.62 65.80 0.0363 0.34 25-06-2018_1323

36.00 27.85 0.56 28.33 0.0322 0.36 18-06-2018_1637vs1443

36.01 27.08 0.60 41.37 0.0365 0.28 25-06-2018_1439

27.80 20.50 0.59 21.31 0.0354 0.22 25-06-2018_1610

35.97 26.59 *0.69 67.37 0.0361 0.21 22-06-2018_1244

27.90 20.09 *0.69 33.80 0.0377 0.16 22-06-2018_1409

13.58 8.58 *0.69 8.00 0.0401 0.06 22-06-2018_1553

33.79 24.37 0.68 68.85 0.0359 0.18 18-07-2018_1117

27.32 19.35 0.66 34.51 0.0362 0.16 18-07-2018_1247

13.38 8.33 0.65 7.85 0.0397 0.06 18-07-2018_1431
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Table 4: Experimental data in obtained in dynamic tests available for the HERO-2 facility 

 

2. PERSEO FACILITY DESCRIPTION  

The PERSEO test facility was built at SIET laboratories in Piacenza (Italy) by modifying the 
existing PANTHERS IC-PCC facility considering the new passive system proposal and its 
requirements. The scheme of the PERSEO facility [2] is depicted in  Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4 PERSEO facility scheme [3]. 

The main components of PERSEO facility are: 
• The pressure vessel (43 m3 volume and 13 m height); 
• The steam line from the pressure vessel to the HX upper header (Figure 4.4 of the PERSEO 
project report [3]); 
• The condensate line from the HX lower header to the pressure vessel (Figure 4.5 of the PERSEO 
project report [3]); 
• The Heat Exchanger (composed of two cylindrical headers and 120 vertical straight pipes). 
(Section 4.1 of the PERSEO project report [3]); 

Electric power supplied [kW] Net power [kW] PAR2017 Filling Ratio Pressure P03 [bar] Total flowrate [kg/s]

Vapor quality outlet test 

section Name

37.22 28.67 0.56 32.30 0.0333 0.36 26-06-2018_1318Tagliato

41.75 32.81 0.52 35.59 0.0314 0.47 02-07-2018_1245Tagliato

41.52 32.40 0.51 36.75 0.0322 0.46 23-07-2018_1241Tagliato
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• The new Heat Exchanger Pool HXP (29 m3 volume and 5.7 m height). The area of the HXP is the 
most important dimension for reproducing the expected prototypical physical-behavior of the 
proposed system. A 5.04 m2 area was used, permitting prototype time-behavior and sufficient 
steam/water separation at the top of pool [4] [5] (Figure 4.6 of the PERSEO project report [3]); 
• The Overall Pool OP (173 m3 volume and 5.8 m height). In this pool the old PANTHERS PCC 
heat exchanger is still present but not used in these tests (Section 4.1 of the PERSEO project 
report [3]); 
• The line connecting the OP and the HXP with the triggering valve (Figure 4.7 of the PERSEO 
project report [3]); 
• The steam duct connecting the two pools (Figure 4.7 of the PERSEO project report [3]).  
The pressure vessel is the multipurpose GEST facility, available at SIET [6]; it is used to maintain 
the saturation condition typical of a generic BWR or of the secondary side of a generic PWR in the 
in-tube side of PERSEO facility. The GEST configuration can be changed according to the required 
test conditions target of the experimental campaign to be performed. The GEST facility 
configuration (e.g. steam separators and dryers) during the PERSEO experimental campaign is 
different from the previous experimental campaigns developed by SIET. It has to be underlined 
that the objective of the PERSEO facility is focused on the characterization of the In-Pool and in-
tube heat transfer and the thermal hydraulic coupling of the two pools during the operation of the 
proposed new passive system. In this way it is possible to thermal-hydraulically characterize its 
operating principles, behavior and performance. Therefore, the in-tube circuit is used only to create 
a natural circulation loop to permit the heat transport and the consequent condensation of the 
steam, provided from the vessel, in the tube of the HX. Then the main target of the GEST facility 
for PERSEO testing is to provide the saturated steam (at the desired conditions) to be condensed 
during the test in the HX. Considering the general application of the system, the in-vessel circuit of 
PERSEO does not have any direct scaling relation with any BWR and PWR prototypical pressure 
drop circuit. 
The pressure is kept constant by controlling the steam supply received from a nearby power plant 
(EDIPOWER power Station). At the beginning of the test the HX, the feed line and the drain line 
are full of saturated steam; the HXP is full of air or steam depending on the test; the OP is full of 
cold water at the nominal level and the triggering valve is closed. To start the desired test, the 
triggering valve is opened and the heat exchanger pool is flooded by cold water and the heat 
transfer takes place from the heat exchanger to the pool. As soon as pool water boiling starts, the 
steam produced in the heat exchanger pool is driven to the overall pool through the steam duct. 
The injector contributes to mix the water in the OP, thus limiting temperature stratification within the 
pool. When steam starts to be produced in the OP it is vented to the atmosphere through the boil-
off pipe. When the injector is uncovered, no condensation is present anymore in the overall pool 
and the steam flows outside directly through the boil-off pipe. In some tests, water is drained from 
the overall pool to accelerate the transient phase with water level decreasing . 
A complete description of PERSEO facility is available in reference [3]. Figure 5 shows the flow 
diagram of PERSEO facility. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the dimensions and the location of the 
measurement instrumentation in the HXP and OP respectively. A list of all the measured variables 
(both directly measured and derived) is reported in reference [3].  
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Figure 5 Flow diagram of PERSEO facility. 
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Figure 6 Location of the temperature measurements in the Heat Exchanger Pool (HXP) 
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Figure 7 Location of the temperature measurements in the Overall Pool (OP). 

PERSEO equipment was not designed to simulate a specific passive system of a particular reactor 
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(as it happens in SPES and PANTHERS facilities for example). It is a SETF-Component that has 
the target of the thermal hydraulic characterization of the operation, performance and efficiency of 
a new in-pool heat exchanger for DHR, implementing natural circulation. The system is an 
evolution of the previous CEA-ENEA proposal (thermal valve device) which moved the generic IC 
primary side drain line valve to the low pressure pool side. 
The main innovation in PERSEO facility is the presence of two pools connected by a line with a 
triggering valve. In this way it is possible to fill the pool where the heat exchanger is located only 
when it is needed for safety reasons, by using the water stored in a second separate pool that 
could be placed also outside the containment (in this case it should be also verified that the 
pressure drop in the steam line connecting the HXP and the OP does not limit excessively the 
natural circulation between the two pools). This system could be used both for BWR and 
secondary side of PWR reactors allowing the elimination of the triggering valves on the primary 
side. 
Considering as a reference the prototypical new system proposal, these are the main scaling 
characteristics of the facility: 
• Time preserved facility; 
• Full height facility; 
• Full volume facility; 
• Full pressure facility; 
• Prototypical fluid and fluid conditions; 
• Well imposed boundary condition to simulate the operation of the system but not to 
capture the integral feedback of the system to the reactor behavior. 
• Instrumentation dedicated to characterize all the most relevant thermal hydraulic 
parameters (pressure, temperature, pressure drop, flowrate, level) 
Considering the prototypical system proposal, the main distortions of the facility are due to the 
scaling effect of the boundary condition causing a distortion on the interacting phenomena at the 
facility boundary. It is clear that in order to characterize the operation of the passive system the 
interaction/feedback from the reactor, during the transient progression, is necessary (scaled-down 
ITF). Therefore, to have a complete characterization of the passive system operation are 
necessary ITF experiments coupled with PERSEO experiment. Considering the general application 
of the system, the in-vessel circuit of PERSEO does not have any direct scaling relation with any 
BWR and PWR prototypical pressure drop circuit. 
It is to underline, however, that the new system proposal was only at a preliminary state of design 
and that the layout has not been optimized for construction, operation and grace time of the reactor 
in an accident situation.  
In relation to the data extrapolation, the data of PERSEO can be used for the Full scale 
characterization of heat exchange in in-pool heat exchanger for DHR (implementing natural 
circulation) in relation to the in-tube and pool side, thermal stratification, natural circulation in-tube 
side and pool side (large pool convection) and between two coupled pools. 
 
 

2.1 PERSEO EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN 

The PERSEO facility set-up was conducted by executing a series of shake down tests suitable to 
verify the correct plant operation and to characterise the main parameters of the facility, in 
particular the water pouring-off from the Overall Pool to the HX Pool. 
The shake down tests matrix is reported in Table 5. The main conditions and a short description of 
tests are reported in the table. Each test is described in detail in its related chapter. 

Table 5:  PERSEO shake-down test matrix 

Test File number Date Test conditions Description 

1 11 23-10-02 Atmospheric pressure. Pool side check: 
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Cold conditions. cold water poor-off from Overall Pool 
to HX Pool with HX Pool uncovered 

2 13 24-10-02 Atmospheric pressure. 

Cold conditions. 

Pool side check: 

cold water poor-off from Overall Pool 
to HX Pool with HX Pool covered 

3 15 25-10-02 Primary side pressure up to 
6 MPa in saturation 
conditions. 

Adiabatic test: pressurisation and 
heat-up of the primary side with HX 
Pool empty. 

4 34 

35 

36 

7-11-02 Primary side pressure:  

4 MPa 

Integral test 

5 39 18-11-02 Primary side pressure up to 
9 MPa. 

Cold conditions 

Primary side pressurisation 

 
The PERSEO actual tests are of two different kinds suitable for the system concept demonstration: 
integral tests and stability tests. 
The integral tests were aimed at demonstrating the behaviour of the system following a request of 
operation  and during all phases of a long accidental transient. They were executed at two different 
primary side pressures: 4 and 7 MPa. 
The stability tests are finalised to study particular critical problems happening in case of sudden 
condensation at the steam-water interface in the Injector or in case of triggering valve re-opening 
with cold water inlet in presence of steam. Tests were performed at 7 MPa primary side pressure. 
The PERSEO tests matrix is reported in Table 6. The main conditions and a short description of 
tests are reported in the table. Each test is described in detain in its related chapter. 
 
 

Table 6:  PERSEO test matrix 

Test File number Date Test conditions Description 

6 44 

 

19-11-02 Primary side pressure: 

7 MPa 

Integral test interrupted at the 
beginning of the pool level decreasing 

7 47 

48 

22-11-02 Primary side pressure: 

7 MPa 

Stability and integral test 

Partial and subsequent HX Pool filling 
with reaching of boiling conditions 
and level decreasing 

8 54 29-11-02 Primary side pressure: 

7 MPa 

Stability test 

Partial HX Pool filling with reaching of 
boiling conditions 

9 55 29-11-02 Primary side pressure:  

4 MPa 

Integral test 
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2.1.1 PERSEO AVAILABLE DATA 

 
This chapter reports a list of the available results of the PERSEO facility. These experimental data 
are represented by the shake down tests summarised in Table 5 and the PERSEO test matrix 
reported in the Table 6. 

3. PANTHERS IC FACILITY DESCRIPTION 

The Performance Analysis and Testing of Heat Removal Systems (PANTHERS) test facility was 
sponsored by ENEA as part of a joint study conducted by GE, ANSALDO, ENEA, and ENEL [7]. 
The test facility consists of an Isolation Condeser (IC)  (the test section), a pool tank, a steam 
supply system, a noncondensable gas supply system, a steam pressure vessel, drain and vent 
lines. The IC being tested is a prototype half-unit full-scale IC heat exchanger vertical tube type, 
heavily instrumented, built by ANSALDO to prototype procedures and using prototype materials. 
The IC is installed in a water pool having the appropriate volume of one half SBWR IC assembly. 
The Figure 8 shows the scheme of the PANTHERS IC facility. 
 

 
Figure 8: PANTHERS IC test facility scheme. 

 

The main components of the facility are: 
 
a) IC condenser : one half (one module) of a full-scale SBWR IC unit (two modules); 
b) IC Pool : total volume and pool area are essentially the same as the half SBWR IC pool.  
c) steam supply system : pure saturated steam at 289 °C 
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d) steam pressure vessel : reproduces the presence of the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) of the 
SBWR and supplies saturated steam to the IC.  
e) main steam supply fine : connects the steam pressure vessel (SPV) to the IC inlet. Neither the 
inside diameter nor the elevation at the attachment to the SPV are prototypical  
f) noncondensable supply system: a mixture of nitrogen and helium (nominal mass ratio of N2 to 
He equal to 3.5) is available . N2 - He mixture is injected close to the IC inlet; 
g) condensate drain fine : prototypical as in practical with respect to inside diameter; 
h) gas measurement apparatus : a volume of about 27 m3 has been designed to collect and 
measure the gas mixture vented from IC; 
i) vent system : prototypical as is practical with respect to the line number and inside diameter 
j) pool make up and drain water system : demineralized water is available at a controllable flowrate 
. 
The design pressure  is 8.62 Mpa and the desig temperature is 302 °C. The IC material is 
INCONEL 600. 
 
The test objectives of the PANTHERS-IC test program, with reference to the component 
perfomance, were to : 
 
1) Demonstrate that the prototype IC heat exchanger is capable of meeting its design requirements 
tor heat rejection. 
3) Demonstrate the startup of the IC unit under accident conditions.  
4) Demonstrate the capability of the IC design to vent noncondensable gases, and to resume 
condensation following venting.  
 
The thermal-hydraulic specific objectives were to: 
 
a) measure the steady-state heat removal capability over the expected range of SBWR operating 
conditions; 
b) confirm that the vent lines and the venting strategy for purging noncondensable gases perform 
as required during IC operation; 
c) confirm that tube-side heat transfer and flowrates are stable and without large fluctuations; 
d) confirm that there is no condensation water hammer during the expected startup, shutdown and 
IC operating modes; 
e) confirm that the condensate retum line performs its function as required during steady-state and 
transient operation and that water level oscillations and condensation induced flow oscillations do 
not impair heat removal capacity; 
f) measure the IC feed line overall heat losses in the standby mode, with condensate drain valves 
closed; 
g) measure the drain time for the IC upper plenum during the startup transient; 
h) measure the dynamic differential pressure signal from elbow flow meters in the steam supply 
and condensate return line during the IC startup transient and at standby and normai operating 
conditions; 
i) measure the outside surface temperature distribution of the feed line during a simulated teak in 
the IC condensate drain line. 
 
The structural specific objectives were : 
 
j) measure the temperature and the stress levels at the criticai locations of the IC in all the test 
conditions; 
k) measure the vibration at criticai locations on the IC resulting from flow and/or condensation; 
I) verify through pre and post-test Non Destructive Examination (NDE) of selected header/tube 
welded joints that a specified fraction of thermal cycles results in no excessive deformatlon, 
crack initiation or excessive crack growth rate.  
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3.1 PANTHERS EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN 

Seven types of tests were planned, three of which were structural tests. The majority of the thermal 
hydraulic IC tests are steady-state performance tests. The transient tests will be used to 
demonstrate the start-up of the IC heat exchanger under full-scale thermodynamic conditions, the 
IC performance in case of noncondensable gas build-up in the heat exchanger, in case of pool 
water level variation, and in case of heat-up/cooldown structural cycles without IC operation. The 
experimental campaign was conducted by SIET for WESTINGHOUSE and the results obtained are 
the intellectual property of WESTINGHOUSE and are not available. 
 

a. Test type1: steady-state thermal-hydraulic performance 

 
These tests establish the IC heat rejection rate as a function of the inlet pressure. The procedure 
tor the steady-state tests is the following. The steam pressure vessel and IC heat exchanger are 
purged of initial air and brought to the desired initial IC pressure. The IC is then placed in operation 
by opening the IC drain valve. The steam supplied to the pressure vessel is regulated such that 
the vessel pressure stabilizes at the desired value. Data is then acquired for a period of 
approximately 30 minutes. At this point, the steam supply is increased or decreased to perform a 
second test at a different operating pressure, or the test may be terminated.  
Flow into the IC is natural circulation driven, as is the case for the SBWR. 
 

b. Test type 2: startup demonstration 

These tests are performed in the same way as the steady-state performance tests, but transient 
data are recorded during the experiment. The test objective is to demonstrate the start-up and 
operation of the IC in a situation comparable to a reactor isolation and trip. 

c. Test type 3: non condensable gas effect 

Non condensable gas effect tests begin in a similar manner as the steady-state performance tests. 
When the pressure is stabilized at the desired value, a mixture of nitrogen and helium is injected 
into the IC supply line at a very low flow rate. 
The mass ratio of nitrogen to helium in the injected flow is set to 3.5, simulating the composition of 
radiolytic gases. Gas injection continues until the IC inlet pressure increases to7.75 MPa. 
The lower IC vent is then opened, and the IC is vented until pressure returns to the initial operating 
value, or stabilizes at an intermediate value. lf the pressure returns to the initial value, the test is 
terminated. lf the pressure does not return to the initial value the IC top vent line will be opened, 
and the performance monitored until venting is complete, and the inlet pressure returns to the initial 
value. 

d. Test type 4: pool water level effect 

Water level tests also begin with the IC in stable operation at the desired initial inlet pressure. The 
IC pool water level is then reduced, and the IC performance degradation is monitored. Water level 
is reduced until the IC inlet pressure reaches 8.72 MPa maintaining a constant inlet steam flowrate. 
The pool water level is then increased up to normal level and the IC performance is allowed to 
return to initial value. 

e. Test type 5: normal IC operation structural cycle 

This type of test is essentially representative of the cyclic duty expected in normal IC operation in 
the SBWR. The test is conducted in a very similar manner to a steady-state performance test 
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(Type 1 test) but the operating pressure is equal to the design pressure, 8. 72 MPa and the initial 
pool water temperature is less than 32 °C. After IC start-up and with the pool water average 
temperature at 100 °C, the IC is held in steady-state conditions for 15 minutes with the IC inlet 
pressure as close as possible to 8. 72 MPa. 
 

f. Test type 6: reactor heat-up/cooldown without IC operation 

This type of test is essentially representative of the cyclic duty expected of the IC as used in 
standby mode in the SBWR. The test consists of a pressurization of the IC up to 8. 72 MPa 
followed by a plant cooldown and de-pressurization. The initial pool water temperature is less than 
32 °C. 

g. Type 7 Test: ATWS event structural cycle 

This test type consists of a steady-state at 8.72 MPa followed by a pressure peak up to 9.58 MPa, 
before condensate drain valve opening. 
After IC operation startup, the test continuation is a 30 minute steady-state at 8.72 MPa. During 
this test both thermal-hydraulic and structural data are recorded. 
 
At the end of November 1995, during the performance of tests Type 5, the testing was interrupted 
due to leakage on the IC covers. At the time this report was written, the testing was not yet 
resumed. The testing status is reported in Table 7. 
: 

Table 7: Status of the PANTHERS-IC Testing 

tests Type 1 all performed 

tests Type 2 not performed 

tests Type 3 all performed 

tests Type 4 all performed 

tests Type 5 12 tests performed out of the planned 20 

tests Type 6 all performed 

tests Type 7 not performed 

4. PANDA FACILITY DESCRIPTION 

PANDA is a large-scale multi-compartment thermal-hydraulics facility located at the Paul Scherrer 

Institute (PSI) in Switzerland. It is dedicated to operate projects related to nuclear safety [8], [9]. 

The PANDA facility is continuously upgraded with new components and instrumentation to meet 

the requirements of each new project. Consequently, the PANDA instrumentation offers unique 

opportunities to perform containment basic phenomena experiments at a large scale. Several 

international blind/open benchmarks for CFD codes on containment phenomena are based on the 

experimental results of PANDA. Over the years, the PANDA experiments addressed safety issues 

related to both BWRs and PWRs, particularly to the passive safety systems. 

The original design and scaling of the PANDA facility is based on the 670 MWe Simplified Boiling 

Water Reactor (SBWR) from General Electric and then adapted to the 1200 MWe ESBWR 

(Economic SBWR). An isometric view of PANDA is presented in Figure 9. The PANDA height is 

scaled about 1:1 with the SBWR and ESBWR, while the containment volume is about 1:25 with the 

SBWR and 1:40 with the ESBWR.  
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Figure 9: Isometric view of the PANDA facility 

The PANDA passive condensers with the related water pools and the pressure suppression pool 

are able to remove the heat released in the RPV.  

The containment volumes of the SBWR design together with its Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) 

are simulated by six cylindrical pressure vessels,Figure 9. The SBWR Drywell is represented by 

two interconnected PANDA vessels, the Wetwell or suppression pool by two vessels 

interconnected by two large pipes in the water and gas space, the Gravity Driven Cooling System 

(GDCS) by a vessel and the RPV by a Vessel. On top of the PANDA building 4 condensers are 

located in water pools which represent three Passive Cooling Condensers (PCCs) and the 

Isolation Condenser (IC). The main components and lines which connect the SBWR containment 

volumes (e.g. Main Steam Lines (MSL)), Main Vent Lines (MVL), PCC return lines, PCC Vent 

lines, Vacuum Breakers) are all represented in PANDA with so called system lines. It should be 

pointed out that the GE-HITACHI small modular reactor(SMR) BWRX-300 is based on the U.S. 

NRC-licensed, 1,520 MWe ESBWR [10] and therefore PANDA is well suited for integral system 

behavior of the BWRX-300 and similar SMRs. 

The main PANDA characteristics are listed in Table 8. The maximum operating conditions of 

PANDA are 10 bar and 200°C. The minimum operation pressure in PANDA is 0.2 bar. Prototypical 

fluids are used (except that hydrogen is simulated by helium). Various auxiliary systems are 

available for controlling initial and boundary test conditions. 

Table 8 Overview of PANDA operational specifications and instrumentation 

Vessels and lines 0.2-10 bar/ up to 200oC 

Electric power in the RPV 1.5 MW 

Total volume of the six Vessels (RPV, DWs, 
WWs, GDGS), 

515 m3 

Total height 25 m 

Instrumentation about 1300 sensors for temperature, 
pressure, pressure differences, levels, 
flow rates 
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up to 160 capillary ports/two Mass 
Spectrometers for mixture composition 

9 Optical accesses in two Vessels 
For 2D and 3D velocity (PIV) 

Control system Hierarchical programmable logic control 
system/ EPICS Man Machine Interface 

 
The PANDA facility has a modular structure and is equipped with six pressure vessels representing 
the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) and the relevant BWR containment compartments, such as 
Drywell (DW), Wetwell (WW) including suppression pool, and core flooding pool as shown in 
Figure 16. This configuration was set before the Isolation Condenser tests [11] as described in the 
Chapter 4.1 below. Drywell and wetwell are both represented by two vessels each. The two DWs 
are interconnected by one large diameter pipe, whereas the WWs have two large connection lines, 
one in the WW gas space and the other in the suppression pool region. The DW/WW two tower 
concept allows the simulation of multidimensional or asymmetric conditions (temperatures, gas 
concentration). The RPV is equipped with electrical heaters to simulate decay heat and structural 
heat release. One Isolation Condenser (IC) unit and three Passive Containment Cooler (PCC) 
units are placed in four pools which are open to the atmosphere and located at the top of the 
containment. As can be seen from Figure 10 the vessels and condensers are interconnected by 
system lines. Facility key figures are 515 m3 total vessel volume, 25 m height , 1.5 MW maximum 
RPV heater power and 10 bar / 180°C maximum design operating conditions. PANDA is capable 
of simulating accident scenarios starting approximately one hour into a Loss Of Coolant Accident 
(LOCA). The facility is controlled with a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) system, which is 
governed by a PC-based graphical display Man Machine Interface (MMI) with on-line data 
visualisation. More than 600 sensors are installed for measuring temperatures, pressures, 
pressure differences, levels, flow rates, gas concentrations, fluid phases and electrical heater 
power. The measurements are sampled with an integrated data acquisition system which includes 
data conversion to engineering unit s. Information about the physical location of the sensors for 
temperature measurement in vessels, condensers and pools is provided in [12]. Additional 
measurement location information is presented in [13] and [14]. Several auxiliary systems allow for 
accurately establishing the required test initial conditions. 
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Figure 10: Configuration of the PANDA Experimental Facility for IC steady-state tests 

4.1 PANDA EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN 

The definition of PANDA tests requires multi-step scoping analyses. These scoping analyses are 

performed by the project participants (e.g. EURATOM, OECD/NEA frameworks), with a variety of 

computational tools e.g. GOTHIC, OpenFOAM, CFD commercial tools, etc.,  
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Table 9 provides an overview of PANDA projects up to the ongoing OECD/NEA HYMERES-2 

project. A description of the objectives and outcomes for the PANDA projects is out of the scope of 

the present project deliverable.  

Outcomes from specific PANDA series or projects are published by PSI authors in journal articles 

and conference proceedings. The experimental activities performed within all the mentioned 

projects motivated a large amount of computational analyses including international. 

It should be pointed out that it is envisaged that the PANDA facility will be operated in the period 

2021-2025 within the OECD/NEA framework in a follow-up of the HYMERES-2 project for research 

investigations related to BWR, PWR and also to SMR. 

The definition of PANDA series within the HYMERES-2 follow-up project is currently discussed by 

PSI with several Organizations within and beyond the HYMERES-2 community. 

Table 9 PANDA programs 

Program Investigations 

1991-1995 

EPRI/GE 

Investigation of passive decay heat removal systems for SBWR 

1996-1998 

EC-4th FWP 

Passive decay heat removal system tests for SWR1000 (IPPS 
Project) and ESBWR (TEPSS Project) 

1998-2002 

OECD ISP-42 

Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS) performance in very 
challenging situations, represented in six different phases (ISP-42) 

1999-2004 

EC-5th FWP 

Effect of hydrogen distribution on passive systems (TEMPEST 
Project) and investigation of BWR natural circulation stability 
(NACUSP Project) 

2002-2006 

OECD/NEA 

Gas mixing and distribution in LWR containments (SETH Project) 

2007-2010 

OECD/NEA 

Resolving LWR containment key computational issues (SETH-2 
Project) 

2010-2014 

EU 7th FWP 

Containment thermal-hydraulics of current and future LWRs for 
severe-accident management (ERCOSAM-SAMARA Projects) 

2012-2013 

Swissnuclear 

Experimental program on Spent Fuel Pool 

2012-2014 

OECD/NEA 

PANDA benchmark (CFD4NRS5) 

2013-2016 

OECD/NEA 

To resolve complex safety issues for the analysis and mitigation of 
a severe accident leading to hydrogen release into a nuclear 
containment (HYMERES project) 

2017-2021 

OECD/NEA 

To resolve complex safety relevant issues for the analysis and 
mitigation of a severe accident leading to hydrogen release into a 
nuclear plant containment and suppression pressure pool system 
issues (HYMERES Phase 2 project) 
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4.1.1 PANDA AVAILABLE DATA 

In the framework of the ELSMOR project the experimental data of the decay heat removal from the 

Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) by an Isolation Condenser (IC) will be delivered. A series of 15 

steady-state IC tests were performed in the large scale facility PANDA. Three tests were run with 

pure steam conditions. Further, the influence of two different non-condensable gases on 

condensation rates was investigated. Nine tests were performed with steam/air mixtures, 

simulating the influence of gases which are heavier than steam. Three rests were conducted with 

steam/helium mixtures to show the effect of non-condensables which are lighter than steam. This 

series of tests extends the existing database with respect to higher pressures and steam flow 

rates.  

The experimental data will be delivered in the form of the stand-alone report “IPSS Project PANDA 

Isolation Condenser Steady-State Tests, Test Report”. The report covers the test objectives, the 

test matrix for the IC performance tests B1 through B15 and the respective test results. For each 

test, a table with average and standard deviation for the required measurements and time history 

plots of flow rate measurements over the reference test time will be provided. 

The IC with its main dimensions is shown in Figure 11. The steam flow rate from the RPV is 

controlled by the RPV heater power and measured. In order to investigate the effect of non-

condensable gases on the condenser efficiency controlled and measured flow rates of air or helium 

can be injected to the IC steady-state feed line, downstream of the steam flow measurement 

location. The heat is transferred from the IC primary side to the secondary side pool water. For the 

IC tests, the pool water was preconditioned to saturation temperature. As a result of the heat 

transfer from the condenser to the pool, the pool water is evaporated to the environment, the 

ultimate heat sink for the reactor decay heat. The primary side condensate flows from the IC lower 

header through the drain line and via break line and IC drain line back to the RPV. The non-

condensable gases or excess steam are purged from the PCC lower header through the vent line 

to the suppression chamber. For the IC steady-state test series the vent line exit is not submerged 

in water. Both, IC drain and vent flow are measured. The full description of the experimental facility 

and the test procedures is available in Reference [4]. 
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Figure 11: PANDA Isolation Condenser geometry 
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5. EHRS FACILITY DESCRIPTION  

The test section at SIET labs in Piacenza is an electrically heated closed loop, built with the aim of 
simulating the physical behavior of the passive Emergency Heat Removal System (EHRS) of IRIS 
reactor. IRIS EHRS structure and functioning principles are described in [15]. 
The experimental loop is briefly composed by a heat source, a riser, a heat sink and a downcomer 
(Figure 12 - Figure 13) 

 

 
Figure 12: The steam generator (supported by the green structure) with part of the hot leg. 
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Figure 13: Scheme of the passive Emergency Heat Removal System 

The facility operates with one single pool condenser tube, 1m long with 59 and 73 mm of inner and 

outer diameters. The height of the experimental loop is the same of the real system ( 20 m).  
The heat source is the electrically heated helical coil steam generator built for the study of two-
phase pressure drops and thermal crisis. The riser is a 21.3 meters long AISI 316 stainless steel 
tube with an inner diameter of 20.93 mm and an outer diameter of 26.27 mm. Riser and 
downcomer diameters have not been scaled with respect to IRIS EHRS riser and downcomer 
expected pressure drops. All loop pipes were accurately insulated with rock wool. Nevertheless in 
a part of the experimental runs (nearly one half), the small thermal losses along riser and 
downcomer were compensated with an electrical wire coiled along the tubes whose power can be 
regulated during operation. 
The pool condenser (Figure 14) is submerged into a 250 liters pool. The tube of the condenser is 
slightly inclined (-3 deg) to avoid water draining during condensation. A metallic slab is placed few 
centimeters under the vapor escaping duct of the pool to reduce the presence of liquid droplets in 
the exit stream. 
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Figure 14 : The pool condenser. 

The evaporating water in the pool is continuously replaced via a submerged drilled tube placed in 
the bottom of the pool. The tube in the bottom of the pool is connected to a tank whose water level 
is maintained to a constant value thanks to a floating device (functioning principle in Figure 15). 

 

Figure 15: Pool condenser filling principle 

The measured quantities in the loop (more than 200 measuring points) are flow rates, pressures 
(absolute and differential), temperatures and powers. 
The circuit flow rate has been measured by a calibrated orifice of 5 mm placed at steam generator 
inlet and instrumented with a differential pressure transducer calibrated at SIET labs (SIT certified) 
with an estimated maximum uncertainty of 2%. 
The circuit absolute pressure is measured at steam generator inlet via an absolute pressure 
transducer calibrated at SIET labs and with a maximum uncertainty on read value of 0.1%. 
Differential pressure transducer are placed across the throttling valves and along the downcomer 
with the scope of evaluating the possible presence of mixture at condenser tube outlet. 
Fluid temperature measurement is obtained with K-class thermocouples (calibrated in SIET labs 
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and with a maximum error at 100 °C of 0.4°C). Fluid temperatures are measured at steam 
generator inlet and outlet headers, at condenser tube inlet and outlet and inside pool condenser. 
The electrical power is measured via a volt-amperometric digital instrument with a relative 
uncertainty guaranteed of 2.5% (for more details on uncertainties analysis see appendix C in [6]). 
The instrumentation installed is summarised in Figure 16, while Table 10 shows the uncertainties 
of the measured parameters. 
The main geometrical characteristics of the facility are summarized in Table 11. 
 
 

Figure 16: Instrumentation of the passive Emergency Heat Removal System (measurement points: T-
temperature, P-pressure, F-flowrate, DP-pressure losses, FR-Filling Ratio) 

 
Table 10 : List of the uncertainties of physical quantities (referred to measurement values). 

Water flow rate ± 1% 

Fluid bulk and wall temperature ± 0.7 °C 

Absolute pressure ± 0.1% 

Differential pressure ± 0.4% 

Supplied electrical power ± 2.5% 

Evaluated thermal losses ± 15% 
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Table 11: IRIS EHRS test section main data 

 

 
The Helical Coil Steam Generator test section is an AISI316 SS tube with an inner nominal 
diameter of 12.53 mm, an outer nominal one of 17.15 mm and a length of 32 m. Tube inner surface 
roughness have been measured, with a mean roughness of 3.08 μm. 
Coil diameter is 1m and coil pitch 0.79 m, resulting in a total height of the steam generator of 8m 
(main data in Table 12). 
 

Table 12: HCSG test section main data 

Tube material SS AISI 316 

Nominal Inner diameter, d [mm] 12.53 

Nominal Outer diameter [mm] 17.24 

Coil diameter, D [mm] 1000 

Coil pitch [mm] 800 

Tube length [m] 32 

Steam generator heigth [m] 8 

Number of pressure taps 9 

Dcoil/dtube 79.81 

 
 

 
Inner diameter 

[m] 
Outer diameter [m] L [m]  [°] R [m] 

Orifice 0.01253 0.01715 (3/8’’ S40) 0.56 90 0 

Heated test section 0.01253 0.01715 (3/8’’ S40) 24 14.3 0 

Unheated test section 0.01253 0.01715 (3/8’’ S40) 8 14.3 0 

Upper header 0.03810 0.04826 (1.1/2’’ S80) 1.10 0 0 

Elbow 0.02093 0.02667 (3/4’’ S40) 0.6 90 0.15 

Horizontal riser 0.02093 0.02667 (3/4’’ S40) 9.45 0 0 

Elbow 0.02093 0.02667 (3/4’’ S40) 0.2  0.15 

Vertical riser 0.02093 0.02667 (3/4’’ S40) 10.7 87 0 

Siphon 0.02093 0.02667 (3/4’’ S40) 1  0 

Condenser 0.059 0.073025 (2.1/2’’ S80) 1 -3 0 

Elbows 0.02093 0.02667 (3/4’’ S40) 3  0 

Vertical downcomer A 0.02093 0.02667 (3/4’’ S40) 9.45 -90 0 

Elbow 0.02093 0.02667 (3/4’’ S40) 0.2  0.15 

Horizontal downcomer 0.02093 0.02667 (3/4’’ S40) 8 0 0 

Vertical downcomer B 0.02093 0.02667 (3/4’’ S40) 9.23 -85 0 

Elbows 0.02093 0.02667 (3/4’’ S40) 2.10  0 

Test section inlet 

header 
0.02664 0.0334 (1’’ S40) 1.10 0 0 
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5.1 EHRS EXPERIMENTAL CAMPAIGN 

The main goal of the experimental campaign was to investigate the effect of the filling ratio on the 
behaviour of the safety system. The desired filling ratio into the test section was obtained with a 
suitable procedure, starting with an empty loop, then completely filling in the loop with cold water 
via an external feed pump (the maximum mass of cold water storable in the system being 25 kg), 
then feeding electrical power to the steam generator to expand and evaporate the fluid inside the 
loop – to be condensed and weighted at the top of the circuit, finally closing the valve when the 
desired filling ration was reached obtained. 
 
The electrical power given to the steam generator, generates heat in the tube that partially is 
transferred to the fluid while a small amount (nearly 10% in typical operating conditions) goes to 
the environment as thermal losses in the helical coil section. 
Moreover, the main part of the power given to the fluid is transferred to the pool thanks to the 
circulation while a small amount is dispersed into the environment due to the thermal losses of 
riser, downcomer and headers (nearly 1.5 times the heat losses of the steam generator section). 
Since the thermal losses are not negligible, some experimental tests were carried out with thermal 
compensation, by providing riser and downcomer tubes with an electrical wire on the surface, with 
a regulated electrical power. 
In Figure 17 the sketch shows the loop power balance without (a) and with thermal losses 
compensation (b). 
 

a

 

b

 

 
Figure 17: Loop scheme without (a) and with (b) thermal losses compensation 

The test matrix was composed of 59 runs obtained by exploring the following parameters: filling 
ratio (0.18, 0.31, 0.49, 0.61, 0.79), electrical power (14, 24, 34, 44 kWe) fed to the helical coil 
steam generator test section, heat losses compensation, non-condensable gases content and 
heated test section inlet orificing. Table 13 summarizes the complete test matrix. 
 

Table 13 : EHRS test matrix 

Filling Ratio (FR) Power [kWe] Compensated heat losses Non Condensables Inlet Throttling 
0.18 14 no   
0.18 14 yes   

0.18 24 no   
0.18 24 yes   

 

loss 

Wel 

Wpool 

loss 

loss 

 

Wel 

Wpool 
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0.18 34 no   
0.18 34 yes   

0.31 24 no   
0.31 24 yes   

0.31 34 no   
0.31 34 yes   

0.31 44 no   
0.31 44 yes   

0.49 24 no   
0.49 24 no yes  
0.49 24 no  Low 
0.49 24 no  Medium 
0.49 24 no  High 
0.49 24 no yes  
0.49 24 yes yes  
0.49 24 yes   
0.49 24 yes yes  

0.49 34 no   
0.49 34 no   
0.49 34 no yes  
0.49 34 no  Low 
0.49 34 no  Medium 
0.49 34 no  High 
0.49 34 no yes  
0.49 34 yes   
0.49 34 yes   
0.49 34 yes yes  
0.49 34 yes yes  

0.49 44 no   
0.49 44 no yes  
0.49 44 no  Low 
0.49 44 no  Medium 
0.49 44 no  High 
0.49 44 no yes  
0.49 44 yes   
0.49 44 yes yes  
0.49 44 yes yes  

0.61 24 no   
0.61 24 no   
0.61 24 yes   
0.61 24 yes   

0.61 34 no   
0.61 34 no   
0.61 34 yes   
0.61 34 yes   
0.61 34 yes   

0.61 44 no   
0.61 44 no   
0.61 44 yes   

0.79 24 no   
0.79 24 yes   

0.79 34 no   
0.79 34 yes   
0.79 34 yes   

0.79 44 no   
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Results 

The principal results of the activity conducted in the task 3.2 of the ELSMOR project are: 
 
1.a detailed description of the facilities built in the past with the aim of carrying out experimental 
tests able to deepening knowledge of the principal phenomena caracterizing the behaviour of the 
PSS; 
2.a list of these experimental data available to validate the models contained in the T/H codes; 
3.the individuation of the needs to design and realize further experimental campaigns: natural 
circulation with low driving forces, degradation of the heat exchange inside the compact 
exchangers due to the presence of non condensable gases. 
 

Summary 

 
The present report contains the results of the work conducted in  the task 3.2 of the ELSMOR 

project. The objective of this task is to investigate, among the partners of the project and open 

databases,  the availability of experimental data for SMR system simulation with regard to passive 

safety systems for heat removal from the core. Starting from the main safety functions present in 

the existing LW-SMR concepts, this task identifies: 

1. the available experimental data that can describe the relevant phenomena involved in SMR 

behaviour with particular attention to heat removal from the core in normal and accidental 

conditions (e.g. DHR, heat transfer through compact heat exchangers, natural circulation, primary 

to containment system interaction, etc.); 

2. the gaps in data availability and the needs to design and realize further experimental campaigns 

necessary to reduce such gaps. 

We highlight the need to investigate the phenomena referred to the natural circulation with low 
driving forces and the degradation of the heat exchange inside the compact exchangers due to the 
presence of non condensable gases. 
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Abbreviations 

DHR Decay Heat Removal 

EHRS Emergency Heat Removal System 

ENEA 
Agenzia nazionale per le nuove tecnologie, l'energia e lo sviluppo economico 
sostenibile 

HERO Heavy liquid mEtal pRessurized water cOoled tube 

HX Heat Exchanger 

HXP Heat Exchanger Pool 

IC Isolation Condenser 

IETI Impianto Esperienze Termo-Idrauliche - Thermal -Hydraulic Experimental Facility 

ITF Integral Test Facility 

OP Overall Pool 

PANTHERS Performance Analysis and Testing of Heat Removal Systems 

PCC Passive Containment Condenser 

PERSEO in-Pool Energy Removal System for Emergency Operation 

PRHR Passive Residual Heat Removal system 

PV Pressure Vessel 

RPV Reactor Pressure Vessel 

SIET Sperimentiamo le tue idee 

SETF Separate Effect Test Facility 

SMR Small Modular Reactor 

SPV Steam Pressure Vessel 

SPES Simulatore Per Esperienze di Sicurezza 
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